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Abstract—Search of discrete spaces is important in combinatorial optimization. Such problems arise in artificial intelligence,
computer vision, operations research, and other areas. For realistic problems, the search spaces to be processed are usually huge,
necessitating long computation times, pruning heuristics, or massively parallel processing. We present an algorithm that reduces the
computation time for graph matching by employing both branch-and-bound pruning of the search tree and massively-parallel search
of the as-yet-unpruned portions of the space. Most research on parallel search has assumed that a multiple-instructionstream/multiple-data-stream (MIMD) parallel computer is available. Since massively parallel single-instruction-stream/multiple-datastream (SIMD) computers are much less expensive than MIMD systems with equal numbers of processors, the question arises as to
whether SIMD systems can efficiently handle state-space search problems. We demonstrate that the answer is yes, and in
particular, that graph matching has a natural and efficient implementation on SIMD machines.
Index Terms—Graph, matching, parallel algorithm, SIMD, branch-and-bound, search, MasPar, combinatorial explosion, forward
checking, load balancing.

—————————— ✦ ——————————

1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
In many application areas, combinatorial search problems
are common. These include computer vision, artificial intelligence, code optimization in compilers, and computeraided design. In practical situations, the sizes of the search
spaces are so large that one often has to settle for solutions
that are either suboptimal or based on more simplifying
assumptions than would be ideal. In this paper, we give an
algorithm that combines several techniques to speed up a
particular optimization problem: the inexact matching of
two graphs. The techniques we use include branch-andbound search, heuristics for computing good lower bounds
on the distance between the two graphs, and massive parallelism. In addition, we formulate the algorithm to take
advantage of single-instruction-stream/multiple-data-stream
parallelism rather than the more flexible but much more
expensive multiple-instruction-stream/multiple-data-stream
sort of parallel system. This means that massively parallel
processing can be more economically applied using our
algorithm than would be the case with another algorithm.
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Although we did address the issue of load balancing to
some extent, the importance of our contribution lies in the
formulation of our search and pruning methods to the massively parallel SIMD environment, and the integration of
these three techniques to speed up graph matching.
In the following paragraphs, we describe the application
area that motivated our study: a problem in computer vision.

1.2 Motivating Application
Model-based image analysis consists of constructing a
structural description of a portion of an image, and then
comparing this description to a model from a database of
possible models. The determination of the probable identity
of the objects in the image from the database of models involves two levels of search. The outer level is the search
through the database to select those models that are most
likely to match the structures extracted from the image.
Then, finding the best such model requires an inner-level
search, which is the process of evaluating how closely a
model corresponds to the extracted structures. Most of the
parallel approaches to model-based recognition in the literature (see Section 2) find the most likely model through a
process of constraint satisfaction. These techniques have
successfully reduced the cost of finding the best model;
however, they are problem-specific rather than general
techniques.
Relational matching is a general approach to modelbased recognition that has been used by a number of researchers in the computer vision field [1], [2], [37], [38], [39],
[40], [41], [42], [43]. Relational matching is a particular
process for comparing structures which are represented as
relational models. A relational model consists of a set of
primitive parts and a description of the relationships
among them. Two relational models are equivalent when a
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bijection exists between the pieces of the first model and the
pieces of the second that preserves all the relationships.
Two relational models are similar if there is a one-one
mapping from the pieces of the first model onto the pieces
of the second that preserves most of the relationships.
Similarity can be measured using the “relational distance”
between two relational models [2]. When the relationships
are binary, this reduces to the problem of finding a mapping between the vertex sets of two graphs that minimizes
the value of a distance measure.
Although our relational matching algorithm was motivated by applications in computer vision, it is not limited to
this domain. It is a fully general graph matching algorithm
limited neither to particular types of graphs, to particular
applications, nor to particular types of computers.

1.3 Problem Formulation
In this paper, we focus on the efficient solution of the graph
matching problem in a parallel computing environment.
The goal of the matching process is to find the best match
between two graphs: G1, which we sometimes call the unit
graph, and G2, which we sometimes call the label graph. (This
terminology was introduced in [1].) We assume in our work
that G1 and G2 have the same number of vertices. The best
match can be considered as a permutation of the vertices of
G1 so that as few of the permuted graph’s edges as possible
differ from those of G2. For each possible permutation, the
edges of G1 and G2 are compared, and an error of one is
recorded for each unmatched edge. An unmatched edge
can be an edge of G1 with no corresponding edge in G2 or
an edge in G2 with no corresponding edge in G1.
A simple example graph-matching problem is shown in
Fig. 1. In this example we seek a permutation of the set
{0, 1, 2, 3} of vertices of G1 that best aligns G1 with G2. In

Fig. 1. Two graphs, G1 and G2, to be matched.

Fig. 2. The search tree for permutations of {0, 1, 2, 3}.
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this case there are three best permutations, each of which
has an error of one. In the case of the permutation [0, 1, 3, 2]
this is because the edge (3, 1) Œ G1 does not have a matching edge in G2; similar mismatches occur for the other two
permutations.
In Fig. 2, the tree of possible permutations and partial
permutations for this problem is shown. Each branch of the
tree represents the assignment of an element of the set to
another (possibly the same) element of the set. At the first
level, the element 0 is assigned either to itself, to 1, to 2, or
to 3. At the second level, the possible assignments for element 1 triple the number of possible alternatives. At the
third level, the number of possible alternatives doubles,
whereas at the fourth level, the assignments for element 3
are fixed by the assignments of elements 0, 1, and 2. There
are a total of 4! = 24 possible joint assignments (permutations)
and each corresponds with one leaf node of the tree.
The number of possible vertex permutations can be very
large, growing as the factorial of the number of vertices of
the unit graph. The number of possible mappings for a 15
vertex graph-matching problem is 360,360 times the number of mappings for a 10 vertex problem; the increased
number of processors on a parallel machine can be quickly
overcome by the problem size. Without clever means of
finding cutoffs quickly, this number grows so rapidly that
any standard backtracking scheme will take too long to be
useful. One technique for pruning the search space is the
use of a heuristic estimate of the cost of matching the unmatched portions of the graphs. This technique is called
“forward checking” and we have described it in a previous
paper [3].
The forward checking method employs a structure
called the forward checking matrix (FCM) in its pruning algorithm. The rows of this matrix are indexed by unmatched
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vertices in G1 and the columns by unmatched vertices in G2;
its elements hold the independent error caused by mapping
a presently unmatched vertex of G2.
The main contribution of this paper is to present a new
parallel algorithm for determining a minimum-distance
correspondence between two graphs. In doing this, the algorithm finds the relational distance between two graphs.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we
discuss the related literature in constraint satisfaction, object recognition, and parallel object recognition. In Section 3,
we give a formal definition of our distance metric. In Section 4, we describe the SIMD parallel computing environment, the search algorithm, and how we manage the search
process on the processor array. In Section 5, we present the
results of our experiments on a 1,024 processor MasPar as
well as on a DecStation serial processor. Section 6 contains
the conclusions from our work. Detailed parallel pseudocode is included as an appendix.

2 RELATED WORK
Graph matching plays an important role in various applications, such as computer vision, and the problem is closely
related to constraint satisfaction, consistent labeling, and
relaxation labeling. Solution approaches include “hierarchical
synthesis” [4], in which one first looks for subgraph
matches and then tries to extend them to larger mappings,
and “inexact matching” [2], in which a distance measure
called the relational distance between graphs is defined and
used to determine the best mapping between two graphs.
Constraint satisfaction has been studied extensively in
computer vision and artificial intelligence [5], [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10], [11], [12]. However, the object recognition comunity has done a great deal of work on matching that goes
further than traditional constraint satisfaction does. For
example, Bolles and Horaud [13] detected subgraph isomorphisms by finding maximal cliques in an association
graph, and Umeyama [14] developed a polynomial-time
method based on the eigendecomposition of the adjacency
matrix of a graph; this technique obtains good results when
the graphs are close to each other. The graph matching
problem has also been attacked with strategies based on the
generation and evaluation of hypotheses [15], [16], [17], [18].
Parallel methods have been studied for graph matching
and other combinatorial optimization problems in both the
computer vision and artificial intelligence communities, as
well as in the computing community more generally. For
example, parallel object recognition based upon tree search
has been done on a Connection Machine CM-1 [19]. Geometric hashing can speed up graph matching for 3D vision
problems [20]. Parallel hypothesis generation and testing for
object recognition was demonstrated in [21], and other parallel object recognition methods are given in [22], [23], [24].
More general work on parallel search includes parallelizing the processing of individual nodes in the tree [25], tree
decomposition [26], [27], [28], parallelizing alpha-beta search
[29], and “parallel window search” [30]. An overview can
be found in [31].

Combinatorial search on SIMD parallel architectures is
problematical in part because search spaces are often irregular either in shape or in the relative importance of their
subspaces, and also in part because the manipulation of
graph structures typically involves manipulation of pointers or other symbolic representations. Consequently, it
would seem necessary for the processors of a parallel machine to have autonomy at the level of SPMD architectures
(single program/multiple data streams). Several authors
have shown that SIMD systems are indeed capable of doing
data-parallel combinatorial search. Iterative deepening
search for solutions to the well-known 15-puzzle on an
SIMD system was studied [32], [33], where the primary focus was on load balancing. A more theoretical study of the
load balancing problem for SIMD combinatorial search can
be found in [34], in which optimal conditions are derived
for triggering load-balancing phases of the computation;
they also test their method using the 15-puzzle on a Connection Machine CM-2 computer.
The branch-and-bound method for combinatorial search
is attractive whenever the objective function being minimized lends itself to easy computation of (relatively high)
lower bounds. Computing distances between graphs fits
nicely into this framework, as we will show later. One way
to take advantage of parallelism for branch-and-bound
search is to give different bounds to different processors in
such a way that one processor is guaranteed to eventually
find a solution, but other processors are made likely to find
a solution quickly [35]. We note that parallel methods for
branch-and-bound search can benefit from parallelization
on massively-parallel computers in two other ways. First,
processors can divide up the search space and process it
more quickly together. Second, whenever one processor
succeeds in improving the lower bound on the objective
function, it can share it with all the others and thus enable
them all to prune off more of their own subspaces from the
search.

3 APPROACH
3.1 Basic Definitions
Let G1 = ·V1, E1Ò and G2 = ·V2, E2Ò be two directed graphs to
be matched. We assume for now that V1 = V2 = {0, 1, º, N - 1}.
The sets of edges E1 and E2 are therefore both subsets of
V1 ¥ V1, although we will often speak of E2 as a subset of
V2 ¥ V2. We use both V1 and V2 in our presentation in order
to make it clear which graph’s vertices we are referring to.
We define the degree of mismatch d of a permutation p as
the number of edges in G1 that are not mapped by p to
edges in G2 plus the number of edges in G2 not mapped to
edges in G1.
d(G1, G2, p) = | E2 - {(p(vi), p(vj)) | (vi, vj) Œ E1} | +
-1

-1

| E1 - {(p (vi), p (vj)) | (vi, vj) Œ E2} |
The distance between two graphs is defined as the
minimum d that can be obtained for any permutation p of
the vertices.
The problem of finding a permutation of one graph’s
vertices to achieve a minimum distance from another graph
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is combinatorial in nature, and can be solved by a bruteforce backtracking tree search. Each iteration of the search
answers the following question: Are there any unexplored
paths from the root to a leaf going through the current node
that might have a degree of mismatch less than the best
value found so far? If there is such a path, the search process will move down the tree by adding an assignment for
one more vertex to the partial permutation that corresponds
to the next node along the path from the root to the current
node, and then the question is asked again, etc. If there is
no such unexplored path, the search moves back towards
the root by removing the most recently added construct of
the permutation.
The path from the root to the current node in the search
tree defines a partial permutation. A partial permutation pm

4 9

m
m
maps a subset V1 of V1 to a subset p m V2 of V2. The

members of

V1m

and

V2m

are said to be assigned under pm,

and the other vertices in V1 and V2 are said to be unassigned
under pm.

3.2 Bound on the Degree of Mismatch
Given a partial permutation pm, the search process needs to
find a good lower bound for the degree of mismatch of all
complete permutations containing pm, so that the search can
be pruned as soon as possible. In order to provide a method
for finding this lower bound, we need to examine the possible sources of mismatches. A mismatching edge of G1 in G2
according to pm can be classified into one of three groups:
1) an edge between a pair of nodes in G1 that have assigned image nodes in G2 under pm,
2) an edge between a node assigned an image node by
pm and a node not assigned an image node by pm, and
3) an edge between two nodes not assigned image nodes
by pm.
In keeping with the terminology in our previous paper, the
number of mismatching edges of the first type is called the
past-past error, the number of the second type the past-future
error, and the number of the third type the future-future error.
Since the past-past error involves only the vertices of the
graphs G1 and G2 whose correspondences are specified by
pm, it can always be computed exactly by comparing the
edges of the graphs. The past-future error is the error resulting from comparing those edges with exactly one incim
dent vertex in V1 with corresponding edges in G2. The
error resulting from these potential assignments can be
placed into a data structure called the forward checking
matrix (FCM).
The FCM has one row for each unassigned vertex of G1
and one column for each unassigned vertex of G2. The entry
FCM[i, j] represents the accumulated error for the mapping
of the ith vertex of V1 to the jth vertex of V2. In practice, we
maintain the FCM as an n ¥ n array, even though as a permutation is built up, the numbers of unassigned vertices in
V1 and V2 get smaller and smaller. Each time we add another vertex assignment to the partial permutation, we
simply ignore one more row and one more column of the
n ¥ n array.
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At the beginning of the search, the n coefficients of the
FCM are initialized to zero, meaning that each potential
vertex assignment has no error associated with it as yet.
The values in the FCM are updated by the forward checking procedure, which is called every time a vertex assignment is added or removed from the partial permutation.
The value of FCM[i, j] is incremented for each unmatchable
edge in either G1 or G2 resulting from the addition of an
assignment i ° j to the permutation being constructed. An
example of an unmatchable edge would be an edge (vi, vk)
in E1, for which no unmatched vertex l Œ V2 can be found
for which ( j , l) is a corresponding edge in E2.
By estimating a lower bound for the minimum error
permutation in this matrix we estimate the lower bound for
the error of any complete permutation containing pm. We
call this estimation process “solving the FCM”; it is equivalent to solving a weighted bipartite matching problem.
The future-future error is the number of mismatched
edges between unassigned vertices. The future-future error
constitutes a major portion of the potential distance between the graphs when the partial permutation is small and
pruning is most effective. It cannot be exactly computed,
because neither vertex incident to an edge is fixed; however, some information from the future-future error can be
added to the forward checking matrix. If there are differences in the in-degree or out-degree between a vertex of G1
and a vertex of G2, then at least one edge mismatch must
occur when these vertices are paired in the permutation.
Although the estimated future-future error is often far
smaller than the actual error that results from a full permutation, combining it with the FCM allows much earlier
cutoffs than when using the past-past and past-future errors only.
For future-future edges, using a simple counting mechanism can provide further information about error that
would accumulate below a node were its descendants actually to be explored.
For example, suppose there are 12 edges between four
unmapped G2 vertices. These edges are counted at their
source and sink vertices, providing an in-degree and outdegree for each unmapped vertex. These counts are expressed as (in-degree, out-degree) pairs for each G2 vertex,
e.g., (7, 2), (3, 9), (2, 0), and (0, 1). Suppose the unmapped G1
vertices have (in-degree, out-degree) pairs of (3, 5), (6, 0),
(1, 2), and (0, 3). Performing speculative mappings between
G1 vertices and G2 vertices reveals edge deficiencies using
either in-degree or out-degree. A table of all possible mappings for the vertices above gives the following deficiency
information:
IN-DEGREE

G1 vertices
a
b
c
d

OUT-DEGREE

G2 vertices
A
4
1
6
7

B
0
3
2
3

C
1
4
1
2

D
3
6
1
0

G1 vertices
a
b
c
d

G2 vertices
A
3
2
0
1

B
4
9
7
6

C
5
0
2
3

D
4
1
1
2

(In this example, we have V1 = {a, b, c, d} and V2 = {A, B, C, D},
departing from our earlier assumption that V1 = V2 = {0, 1,
º, N - 1}. This makes it clearer where each element comes
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from. The techniques involved are fundamentally the
same.) Choosing the minimum path through the tables
yields errors of two and six, respectively.
Since any mapping must involve both the sources and
sinks of edges, the greater of these can be used as a minimum bound. The errors from both of the tables cannot be
combined at full value, since the tables reflect the same
edge twice: once at its source vertex and again at its sink
vertex. However, the tables may be combined after first
multiplying them by scalars whose sum is 1.0, producing a
result that is not greater than choosing the higher cost table.
This is an advantageous approach because the cost of separately calculating errors for in-edges and out-edges to see
which provides the better result is prohibitive. In this linear
combination, both types of edges can contribute to the error
calculation.
The useful information from both the past-future and
future-future errors is stored in tables with G2 vertices indexing the columns and G1 vertices indexing the rows.
They are combined into a dense combined error matrix
(CEM) before the more intensive work of finding a minimum path is performed. The CEM is used to determine the
lower bounds on error for each child of a node. Since the
children of a node correspond to the next G1 vertex being
matched to each available G2 vertex in turn, a minimum
bound for the combined future error for each child can be
calculated as the minimum path through the CEM if the top
row (the next G1 vertex) is matched to each column (each
child). For instance, if the following is the CEM:
G1 vertices
a
b
c
d

A
3
2
0
1

G2 vertices
B
C
4
5
9
0
7
2
6
3

D
4
1
1
2

then the four children of the current node would correspond to G2 vertices “A,” “B,” “C,” and “D” each being
mapped to G1 vertex “a.” To calculate the future error of
child (A, a), we take the error of three from the child’s place
in the table and add the minimum path value (allowing a
row to be chosen by only one column) through the remaining rows and columns. This path would be (B, d) (C, b)
(D, c), resulting in an error of seven; the total minimum
error for the (A, a) mapping is 10. The other children would
have errors of six, 12, and 10, respectively. We call this
process “solving” the matrix. This lower bound on future
error can then be added to the past error of the current
node to determine if it is possible for the child mapping to
have an error under the current threshold. If not, the child
can be eliminated.
To solve the CEM by finding the minimum path requires
its own combinatorial search. Shapiro and Haralick [1] gave
a method to estimate the solution by choosing for each row
the column with minimum value without breaking ties
where two rows pick the same column. In a previous paper
[3], we described two improvements on this algorithm. The
first improvement was to calculate the higher error that
must be incurred when more than one G2 vertex chose the
same G1 vertex. The G2 vertex with the greatest difference

between its first and second choices would keep the contested G1 vertex, and the other G2 vertices would select their
next-best choices. This second choice might result in further
conflicts which were left unresolved; leaving the conflicts
unresolved results in a lower error being projected from the
matrix than would be the case if the minimum path were
found. We found that the number of conflicts grew with the
size of the CEM; one G1 vertex might be preferred by all the
G2 vertices. This tendency resulted in a value far below that
of the minimum path. Since the CEM is largest at the top of
the tree (when the number of unmapped vertices is greatest),
the technique is weakest when the potential savings from
pruning is greatest.
The second improvement was to reduce these conflicts
by making the rows that are not chosen more competitive.
This is done by calculating a value to subtract from each
row; we found the most effective value for medium to large
sized tables to be the fourth largest value in the row. This
results in a leveling of the values in the matrix. The number
of G1 vertices selected by some G2 vertex is increased, so
that the resulting prospective mapping more closely resembles a minimum path. After the error of the prospective
mapping is calculated, the sum of the values subtracted
from the rows is added back.

4 THE PARALLEL ALGORITHM
We implemented the parallel graph-matching algorithm on
a MasPar MP-1 machine. In the following section, we describe the MasPar environment and explain the parallel
algorithm in detail.

4.1 The MasPar Environment
The MasPar MP-1 is a single instruction multiple data
(SIMD) parallel processing computer consisting of an array
control unit (ACU) and a relatively coarse-grained grid of
processing elements (PEs) also referred to as “processors.”
Our machine has 1,024 PEs, as compared to the 256,000 1-bit
PEs on the Connection Machine CM-2. Each four-bit-wide
processor has 32 32-bit registers on-chip and 64KB of offchip RAM. The ACU memory is termed “singular” and is
readily accessible to any PE, while the memory on the PEs is
termed “plural.” The PEs are arranged in a 32 ¥ 32 grid
(array), indexed according to their position. Communication between PEs is accomplished either
1) neighbor-to-neighbor: Each PE can address the memory of its eight neighbors using the “X-net” interconnection scheme,
2) randomly via a global router, or
3) via the ACU: The ACU may poll from the array and
broadcast to the array.
Performing a branch-and-bound search with multiple
instruction, multiple data (MIMD) machines has been
shown to be no less efficient, in the sense of number of
nodes expanded, than on a serial processor [36]. An SIMD
processor is substantially less flexible; the speed-up for a
search (in the sense of real time) compared to a serial machine is a fraction of the number of processors working on
the search. However, the lower cost and the appropriateness of the SIMD system for lower-level image processing
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would likely make this architecture readily available for the
higher-level tasks as well. A discussion of the changes to
our algorithm that were required when it was moved from
serial hardware to the MasPar is given following the explanation of the algorithm.

4.2 Summary of the Parallel Algorithm
Much of the parallel algorithm for the MasPar involves
identical logic to that of a serial algorithm; we implemented
a serial version of the algorithm for comparison in our experiments. The algorithm presented below has the form of a
sandwich: Steps unique to the parallel environment occur
on either side of steps that a serial search would perform.
1) Initialize processor array: Read in data, partition
search space among processors—each processor may
get several branches (jobs) loaded into its job queue.
2) LOOP until all subproblems on each of the processors
have been treated (the subspaces completely searched
or eliminated by pruning).
a) All processors with work to do perform the following branch-and-bound search loop in parallel
for the lessor of a constant number of iterations or
until the branch is fully explored:
i. selection of subproblem
ii. expansion of subproblem
iii. termination test and update of the local incumbent (best permutation and corresponding degree
of mismatch)
iv. elimination test
b) Scan all processors for new global incumbent.
c) Scan all processors to determine if all nodes are
explored.
d) Inactive processors read in new jobs from their job
queues.
e) Perform load balancing if the number of inactive
processors with empty queues is above a threshold.
3) Output the final incumbent and the relational distance
found.

4.3 Initializing the Processor Array
As implied by its classification, an SIMD implementation
must have multiple data streams for the single instruction
stream to manipulate. In our data-parallel approach, the
first task of parallelization is to partition the search space
among the processors. In order to explain the partitioning
algorithm, we first describe the search tree. To represent all
possible mappings of G1 vertices to G2 vertices, we employ
a search tree in which each horizontal level represents a G1
vertex and each node of that level represents a potential G2
vertex to correspond to it (but at the second and deeper
levels, there generally are multiple nodes for each possible
G2 vertex). The root of the tree will have N branches, since
the first G1 vertex may be mapped to any of the G2 vertices.
Each of these branches will have N - 1 branches, since a G2
vertex cannot be simultaneously mapped to more than one
G1 vertex. Continuing this process down N levels results in
N! leaf nodes or possible mappings, and each root-to-leaf
path is a unique permutation of the G2 vertices.
Therefore, the set of all paths from root to leaf in an N
vertex mapping problem is equivalent to the set of all per-
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mutations of the integers from zero to N - 1, a fact we use
to maintain the distinction between neighboring subproblems that may be present on widely separated processors.
Using permutations, we have developed a means of representing the needed partitions of the search space in a highly
efficient manner.
A subtree (a subproblem) can be completely designated
by a pair ·H, bÒ, where H is the permutation representing
the path from the root to the subproblem’s left-most leaf,
and b is defined as the depth of the root of the subtree that
represents the subproblem. For example, in a subproblem
·[2, 0, 1, 3, 4], 2Ò, there are six of the 120 possible permutations; the first of the six is [2, 0, 1, 3, 4] and the last of them
is [2, 0, 4, 3, 1].
The portion of the permutation from the root to a subtree
root is fixed for a subproblem. The branches from the subtree root are the set of all permutations of the G2 vertices
not used in the fixed portion. Each node of the tree will
have as many branches (children) as the distance between it
and the bottom level (this distance is N - b). (Equivalently,
the number of G2 vertices still available is the distance to
the leaf, and any of the available G2 vertices can be mapped
to the next G1 vertex.) This is recursively true as we move
down the tree: The G2 vertices that make up any path from
a node to a descendant leaf are identical to the children of
the node.
Each processor is initialized with a queue of subproblems in the following way. We start by calculating how
many subproblems are required to provide all processors
with work. Each processor can have an active job and several jobs waiting in a queue. Let q be the number of entries
allocated for each processor’s queue. Let n be the number of
processors on the machine. Then nq is the total number of
queue entries allocated on the machine. Partitioning the
tree evenly by expanding all the branches at the top level
will create N subproblems. Expanding the next level will
result in N(N - 1) subproblems, and so on. Therefore it is
simple to calculate Nb, the number of equal-sized subproblems we can easily generate that will fit into the nq job
queue entries, and b, the number of levels of expansion required to produce those Nb subproblems. Since all the
branches at a given level will be expanded, all subproblems
are initially the same size. Note, however, that some fraction of the PEs are likely to have one more job in their
queues than the others, since the number of subproblems is
not likely to be a multiple of the number of processors. So
the task is to partition the tree at level b, so that each processor has roughly the same amount of work to do.
For an illustration of the job allocation process, take the
number of processors to be six, the queue size to be five,
and the number of vertices in the graphs to be mapped as
five. The tree can be split at the second level to produce
twenty jobs, and still fit within the 30 available queue entries. Using the terms above, n = 6, q = 5, N = 5, nq = 30,
Nb = 20, and b = 2. The desired result of the allocation process is the following:
PE0: ·[0, 1, 2, 3, 4], 2Ò, ·[0, 2, 1, 3, 4], 2Ò, ·[0, 3, 1, 2, 4], 2Ò,
·[0, 4, 1, 2, 3], 2Ò.
PE1: ·[1, 0, 2, 3, 4], 2Ò, ·[1, 2, 0, 3, 4], 2Ò, ·[1, 3, 0, 2, 4], 2Ò,
·[1, 4 , 0 , 2 , 3], 2Ò.
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PE2:
PE3:
PE4:
PE5:

·[2, 0, 1, 3, 4], 2Ò, ·[2, 1, 0, 3, 4], 2Ò, ·[2, 3, 0, 1, 4], 2Ò.
·[2, 4, 0, 1, 3], 2Ò, ·[3, 0, 1, 2, 4], 2Ò, ·[3, 1, 0, 2, 4], 2Ò.
·[3, 2, 0, 1, 4], 2Ò, ·[3, 4, 0, 1, 2], 2Ò, ·[4, 0, 1, 2, 3], 2Ò.
·[4, 1, 0, 2, 3], 2Ò, ·[4, 2, 0, 1, 3], 2Ò, ·[4, 3, 0, 1, 2], 2Ò.

There are two approaches to achieving this initial job
distribution:
1) make it the responsibility of the serial host computer,
or
2) devise a parallel algorithm such that the SIMD machine can do it by itself.
Since the latter is more interesting, we describe such a
method below.
Each processor will calculate the left-most permutation
of the job that belongs in each of its queue entries. Each
queue entry is initialized with the left-most permutation of
the whole tree; in our example, this would be [0, 1, 2, 3, 4].
This permutation also represents the N children of the root
of the search tree. We use both meanings of the permutation in our initialization process: At any iteration i, the first i
slots of the permutation are fixed, describing a vertical path
in the tree, while the remaining slots of the permutation
describe the children of the ith node. The first iteration of
our process is for each queue entry to calculate which
branch of the root node it belongs to, establishing the element in the first slot of the permutation. The method of
calculation will be explained below. The occupant of the
first slot is swapped with the new first element; for example, if three was calculated, the initial permutation would
be modified into [3|1, 2, 0, 4], which contains a mark
showing what choices have been made so far (the elements
to the left of the vertical bar). In the second iteration, each
queue entry calculates which of the children of the first
node it belongs to. The resulting element is again swapped
with the occupant of the second slot; for example if two was
calculated, the resulting marked permutation is [3, 2|1, 0,
4]. The calculation can be repeated again with the queue
entries calculating which child belongs in its third slot, and
so on. In our example, we need only assign the first two
elements, so we are done after the second iteration. The
final step establishes the left-most branch of the subtree
by writing the unused elements into the remaining slots
in ascending order. In the example, this would result in
[3, 2, 0, 1, 4].
Each processor will calculate which elements it should
select for its permutation using a unique number that is
systematically modified as successive elements are assigned
through the iterative process. Let xi represent this identifier
at the ith iteration. The initial value x0 is made to be a
unique identifier for each queue entry; x0 is obtained by
adding the unique processor ID (with the first processor
having an ID of 0) to the product of the number of processors times the position of the entry in the queue (with the
first queue entry being at position 0). In the example, the
third queue entry for the fifth processor would have an x0
value of 16, because x0 = 4 + (6 * 2).
The selection of the first element is calculated for each
queue entry by taking x0 modulo N. Any surplus queue
spaces (those above Nb) are left empty. This results in Nb/N
queue entries selecting each child of the root node. Our

example case would map element 1 to 1, since 16 modulo 5
equals 1, with the resulting marked permutation being
[1|0, 2, 3, 4]. In our example system, four queue entries
(those with x0 equal to 1, 6, 11, and 16) would assign themselves to the branch of the tree starting with one.
The second element is chosen by first calculating x1 as
the greatest integer less than or equal to x0/N. This partitions the queue entries so that the first N entries (which
have each selected successive children from the root node)
have x1 equal to 0, the next N entries have x1 equal to 1, and
so on, with the last N entries having a value of N - 1 for their
x1. The element belonging to the second slot of the permutation is calculated by taking x1 modulo N - 1. This calculation allows each queue entry to select which child of the
first node it should map to the second G1 vertex. Since there
are N - 1 branches from each level-one node, and by definition N - 1 is a factor of Nb, there will be one queue entry
for each available child of the first level node. In our example case, x0 was 16, so x1 is 3, which indicates that this entry
should take the element from the permutation with index 3,
which is the element 4 (since our index starts with 0 at the
current position). Now the example queue entry would be
[1, 4|2, 3, 0].
Our small example is finished after the second iteration,
since b = 2, so the cleanup step of assigning unused elements in ascending order is performed, with the resultant
permutation being [1, 4, 0, 2, 3]. For actual problems, the
algorithm can continue to map elements as necessary. The
first step in deriving the (i + 1)th mapping is to take xi as
the greatest integer less than or equal to
x0 i- 15

0 5

N - i-1

The (i + 1)th element’s index is xi mod N - i. This cycle is
repeated until level b of the tree is reached; each level-b
node will be represented by one and only one queue entry
in the processor array.

4.4 The Search
In order to have the processors of the SIMD explore the
search space in parallel, we have developed a simple algorithm that a processor can use to generate all leaf nodes
(permutations) in a subproblem.
The process is to inspect the vector describing the current permutation H from right to left, comparing each element of the permutation to its left neighbor. Let the ith element of the permutation H be designated by H[i]. Let H[i]
be the element on the left, so H[i + 1] is the element on the
right. If H[i] has a lower value than H[i + 1], then swapping
the two will create a new permutation corresponding to a
path in the search tree that is to the right of the path corresponding to H. If no such path is found while i ≥ b, then this
subproblem is complete and there are no branches to the
right to be expanded. While finding that H[i] < H[i + 1] indicates a branch exists to the right of that for the value H[i],
the branch for H[i + 1] may not be the next one in the ordering of the tree. Therefore, it is necessary to inspect the
tail of the permutation (elements H[i + 1] through H[N]) to
find the element closest to and greater than H[i], which indicates the next branch to the right. Since the next branch
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to the right should have only branches to the left below
the i level, we precede with this inspection with sorting the
tail of H into ascending order. Now it is simple to inspect
the tail of the permutation starting at H[i + 1] from left to
right until the first element exceeding H[i] is found and
exchanged with H[i]. For example, with b = 2, N = 6, and a
starting permutation of [0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 3], the successor permutation is [0, 1, 2, 5, 3, 4].
An initial mismatch threshold is input with the graphs to
be matched. If a permutation, or all possible permutations
below a given node, can be determined to have a degree of
mismatch above the threshold, the node and its descendants can be eliminated from further consideration. If a
complete permutation is found which has a degree of mismatch below the threshold, its degree of mismatch becomes
the new threshold, and the permutation is stored as the
new incumbent (best permutation known so far to this
processor). The processors are scanned for improvements in
the lowest degree of mismatch found, and a global best
permutation and new threshold are established. This process continues until all permutations have been checked or
pruned away.
The branch-and-bound search process consists of four
components:
1)
2)
3)
4)

selection of subproblems,
expansion of subproblems,
termination testing and updating of the incumbent, and
elimination tests.

The search is performed through iterating these steps. The
selection of the next subproblem is done through a simple
ordering of nodes; each processor investigates a subproblem from left to right, without evaluating which branch
may have the best chance for providing a minimal degree
of mismatch. Therefore, the process of selection of the next
subproblem is blind; if a branch is not eliminated by the
elimination tests, it is expanded.
Suppose a processor is at a node in the “middle” of its
subproblem; that is, the node is at a level c such that b < c <
N - 1. The basic search process performed by each processing element is an iteration of a loop that either expands a
child node (moving down the tree), expands the next node
on the same level (moving up to the parent and back down
to a sibling to the right), or closes a node (moving up the
tree to the parent). The first two options require determining whether the node expanded provides a complete permutation (the “termination test”). If it does not provide a
complete permutation, the algorithm must evaluate
whether any children of the node should be eliminated (the
“elimination test”). If a complete permutation is available,
the relational distance associated with this permutation is
checked against the threshold, and the local incumbent
permutation is updated as appropriate. When moving up
the tree, the level reached is compared against b, the depth
of the subproblem root, to determine whether the subproblem has been completed.
The heart of the elimination process is to evaluate the
children of the current node to determine whether further
work needs to be done. The three types of error are com-
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bined for children of the current node to determine whether
any can be eliminated from further consideration:
1) error from edges between mapped vertices (past-past
error),
2) error from edges between a mapped vertex and an
unmapped vertex (past-future error), and
3) error from edges between unmapped vertices (futurefuture error).
Each processor has its own FCM which has columns corresponding to G2 vertices and rows corresponding to G1
vertices. Due to the restricted amount of memory available
to each processor, we do not retain separate FCMs for each
tree node or each level of the search. Instead, each processor updates a single table of its own as it moves through its
subproblem’s search tree; a traversal of a single arc in the
tree generally affects only a small portion of the FCM.
Therefore, the process is one of updating the table—
modifying it when we move down the tree and updating it
in reverse when moving back up the tree.
All of the branch-and-bound functions described above
can be performed in parallel, since each processor’s subtree
can be processed in isolation from other parts of the search
tree. Besides having more processors doing the work, the
chief benefit from the parallel approach is having quick
updating of all processors with a new threshold as soon as
it is found. After a constant number of cycles (we have
found 200 is acceptable for large graphs), the processors
that have finished their jobs can extract a fresh job from
their queues, reinitialize their tables, and continue the
search process. Once a processor has completed the work in
its queue, it remains idle until the next load-balancing cycle
arrives.

4.5 Load Balancing
The mechanism we developed for load balancing has two
phases. The first phase is for the processors with jobs remaining in their queues to move them to processors that
are idle. The second phase is performed when, after this
redistribution of jobs, a significant number of processors
(we found this level to be best set at about 20%) still have
no work to do. In this case, the processors that have jobs
split them into equal parts, one for each unexpanded child
of the job’s root node. This new multiplicity of jobs may
overfill the processor’s job queue, in which case the final job
will be all the remaining children. Next, the queue-sharing
cycle is repeated, spreading jobs throughout the processing
array. Our original plan was to split the tree as much as
necessary to keep the processors constantly active. However, we were surprised by the additional work created by
splitting the tree. The processors were far more active, but
they had far more work to do, and the overall time was
lengthened.
To evenly spread the work from processors that have
untouched jobs in their queue to those with no work at all,
we have each processor look to its neighbor to the east.
This is done toroidally, that is, the eastern-most column of
processors considers the western-most column of the processor array as its neighbor. If the neighbor of a processor
has more work than the original processor, it moves a job to
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its own queue. This process is repeated c times, where c is
the number of columns in the processor array. This sharing
is then repeated with each processor looking to its neighbor
to the south r times, with r equal to the rows of the processor array. These two cycles insure that no processor will
have more than one more job in its queue than any other.
As mentioned above, a job can be completely designated
by the pair ·H, bÒ, where H is defined as the permutation
representing the path from the root to the job’s leftmost
leaf, and b is defined as the depth of the node which is the
root of the subtree which represents the subproblem. To
split the job, b is incremented, and a new permutation H is
defined for each child of the original branch-node. If the job
being split is the active job, new permutations H are only
created for the children to the left of the child involved in
the current search. Since this process is creating copies of H,
the fixed portion of the tree is being replicated for each
child. The number of copies and the amount of fixed tree
being copied are inverses, and the number of fixed nodes
added is greatest at the point half way from the root to the
leaf. When a job is loaded from the queue, it is initialized at
the root of the tree; it must perform a move down the tree
along the fixed path until it reaches b. These added moves,
when multiplied over all the processors splitting jobs,
quickly outweighed the benefit of always having all the
processors active. We have found superior performance
when we allow up to 20% of the processors to become idle
before splitting up jobs.

4.6 Parallel Implementation Considerations
The following are the main limitations of the MasPar hardware and their effects on our algorithm.
1) SIMD Execution: Because the ACU sequentially
broadcasts instructions to the processor array,
branches and loops that are dependent on plural data
will cause some processors to be idle while others are
active; consequently, more statements will be executed from the code than on a serial machine (e.g., all
the statements in an “if º else” structure will be executed). One of the challenges in designing an SIMD
algorithm is to minimize these situations in the code,
maximizing the number of active processors. One
technique is to add a small number of initializing
statements to manipulate the plural data, aligning the
processors and eliminating the need for separate
branches to handle the different situations.
2) Four-Bit Processing Elements: Because of the small
size of the processor, plural data is stored as eight-bit
characters whenever possible. Because of the multiple
cycles required for each step and the lower-level
technology, we found program execution time to be
about 27 times longer on a single PE operating as a serial processor than on a DecStation 5000 serial machine. This hardware performance level reduced the
real-time theoretical hardware advantage of the MasPar from a ratio of 1,024:1 to something closer to 40:1.
The processing time for real number arithmetic is
substantially longer than integer arithmetic; however,
our algorithm does not use any real variables.

3) Off-Chip PE Memory: Memory access speeds were
found to vary greatly. Let Tr denote the time required
for a PE to access an on-chip register. PE access to offchip RAM is 4Tr. PE access to RAM using an indirect
lookup with a RAM pointer is 8Tr. This constraint can
be ameliorated in some situations by explicitly naming register variables in code where one would normally use a “for” loop and an array with an incrementing index. When arrays are necessary, they
should be as dense as possible to minimize lookups. It
is also possible to overlap the RAM access time with
calculations by making an assignment to a register
from an array several instructions before the value
will be used.
4) Inter-PE Communication: The time required for
neighbor-to-neighbor communication is very little
more than local RAM access time (4Tr), and posed no
constraint. Communication between PEs using the
Router without conflicting destinations takes about
85Tr and was not used in our algorithm (conflicting
destinations can slow the process tremendously). We
found that a PE could receive a value broadcast from
the ACU in time Tr/2, faster than from any other
source, probably because it is using the same path
that instructions use. For the ACU to scan the array (a
reduction operation) for a minimum (or maximum)
value takes approximately 50Tr. These reduction operations are necessary to detect new thresholds for
pruning the search tree, and their value quickly outweighs their cost, especially in the initial phases of the
search.

5 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The results of our experiments with graph matching are
presented in two areas: the number of search tree nodes
expanded (or the number of “moves”), and the real time
required to complete a given search. The number of moves
required to solve a given problem is highly data-dependent
and anomalies are common [36]. For instance, if the vertices
of the graph have homogenous characteristics and the best
mapping has a relational distance close to the error of many
mappings, fewer cut-offs will be found and the search will
take longer than for a graph with sharp differentiations.
Moves are counted when expanding a branch, moving
across the tree to a sibling, as well as when moving up the
tree. Therefore, the number of moves is higher than the
number of search tree nodes expanded; the figure is intended to be used as a comparison with the serial algorithm. Our experiments were performed using the test
graphs listed in Fig. 3.
We implemented a serial version of our algorithm on a
DecStation 5000 and tested several of the mappings on both
it and the 1,024 processor MasPar. For the larger graphs the
time required on the serial machine became prohibitive; the
table shows n/r for no results in these cases. The number of
parallel moves are expressed in three ways: The first column shows the number of move cycles performed by the
algorithm; the second shows the number of potential nodes
explored in that number of cycles (Column 1 * Number of
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Reference

Number
of
Vertices

Number
of Edges

Average
Edges/
Vertex

Number of
Possible
Mappings

m10a

10

25

2.5

3.629 ¥ 10

m10d

10

40

4.0

3.629 ¥ 10

m13a

13

25

1.9

6.227 ¥ 10

m13b

13

30

2.3

6.227 ¥ 10

m15a

15

20

1.3

1.308 ¥ 10

m16a

16

20

1.25

2.092 ¥ 10

m17a

17

25

1.4

3.557 ¥ 10

m18a

18

25

1.4

6.402 ¥ 10

m27l

27

64

2.4

1.089 ¥ 10

m27u

27

64

2.4

1.089 ¥ 10

graph with those of the other. The algorithm achieves speed
through a combination of features: branch-and-bound
search, good bound estimation through the use of the forward-checking matrix, efficient generation of permutations
by the processors of the SIMD system, and massive parallelism. Furthermore, by formulating the algorithm to run on
the SIMD class of parallel machine, we are able to take advantage of the economies that such machines offer over
MIMD systems.
It might be possible to improve our algorithm further by

6
6
9
9

12
13

1) making the bound-computation heuristics even better
through deeper lookahead in the forward-checking
matrix,
2) incorporating the more sophisticated load-balancing
methodology of Karypis and Kumar [34] where additional testing of a triggering condition is done in order to balance the load precisely when it becomes too
unbalanced.

14
15
28
28

Fig. 3. Characteristics of test graphs.
Graphs
Matched
m13a

m13b

m16a
m16a

DEC 5000
Moves

Cycles

MasPar
Potential

Moves

3,249

94

97,008

64,604

m15a

57,795

494

509,808

311,526

m16b

107,123

434

447,888

248,480

m17a

m18a

2,304,475

4,495

m27l

m27u

n/r

300,511

4,638,840
3.75 * 10

9

3,749,637
3.65 * 10

9

Fig. 4. Comparison of search moves on MasPar and DecStation.
Graphs
Matched
m13a
m13b
m16a
m15a
m16a
m16b
m17a
m18a
m27l
m27u

DEC 5000
Time
6 sec.
103 sec.
205 sec.
70 min.
n/r
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MasPar
Time
8 sec.
54 sec.
46 sec.
9.7 min.
25 hours

Fig. 5. Actual time required to complete searches.

Processors); and the third shows the actual number of
moves made on the tree by all processors (Column 2 - Idle
Processor Cycles). Fig. 4 shows the results in terms of
moves for several graphs. When graphs of different sizes
are compared, the smaller graph is enlarged with
“dummy” vertices without edges, so the problem size is
always the size of the larger graph. The real times taken for
the problems in Fig. 4 are shown in Fig. 5.
These results show that the increased overhead and
slower processing rates make the MasPar a liability for
smaller problems. It is only in searches involving more than
16 vertices that the MasPar consistently outperforms the
DecStation in real time terms. However, once that line is
passed, the performance of the serial processor falls far behind the MasPar.

6 CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an algorithm for finding the relational
distance between two graphs. It searches the space of all
permutations of the N vertices of one graph to find a best
correspondence between the nodes (and edges) of one

Both of these enhancements, however, incur additional
overhead, and only additional experimentation will be able to
determine whether they bring savings in practical situations.

7 APPENDIX
ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION IN PSEUDOCODE
Pseudocode for Next Leaf Generation from Permutation
function NextPerm(array H[0 .. N - 1, int b)
i := N - 2;
while ë (i ≥ b) do
if ë(H[i] < H[i + 1]) then
begin
there is a branch to the right at the i level, but we
need to find the next larger node, which may not be
in H[i+1] at this time
j := i + 1;
SortArrayAscending(H[j]..H[N - 1])
whileí( j £ N - 1) do
if ë (H[i] < H[j]then ë
Swap(H[i], H[j]);
j := N - 1;
endif
j := j + 1;
endwhile
i := b;
end endif
i := i - 1;
endwhile

terminates loop

terminates loop

For example, with b = 4, N = 6, and the start branch = [0, 1,
2, 4, 5, 3], the result branch = [0, 1, 2, 5, 3, 4].
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